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Tone and Dynamics
Defining Tone Production the 19th Century Guitarist's 

Way

Quotes from the period regarding tone production
What tonal qualities did 19th century guitarists want to bring out in their playing? What qualities did they want to 
avoid? This section presents a collection of quotes taken from 19th century guitar methods, and will form the 
foundation for the remaining sections on tone. I’ve marked key points in bold, but note the recurring emphasis on 
changing the right hand’s position in order to achieve varieties of tone and dynamics. Also observe how many 
authors compare the guitar to other instruments.

Let’s begin with writings from two of the most influential 19th century guitar 
figures; Fernando Sor and Dionisio Aguado.
“But I speak, in this place, only of the manner of producing the tone … I wished to take advantage of that difference 
offered by the string on touching it in different places, and I established the common place of the hand at one-tenth 
of the whole length of the string from the bridge. At that point, its resistance being nearly as powerful as the impulse 
given to it by my finger, without a great effort, I obtained a clear and lengthened tone without its being violent. 
When I desire to have a more mellow and sustained sound, I touch the string at one-eighth part of its length from 
the bridge … to make the sound result from a kind of friction, and not from a pull. If, on the contrary, I desire a 
louder sound, I touch it nearer the bridge than usual, and, in this case, I must exert a little more force in touching 
it.”

--- Fernando Sor, Method for Guitar, London, Trans. Merrick, 1832, Page 13

“Being very expressive, the guitar has a charm of its own which, in my opinion, makes it a first-rate instrument. Each 
string has different characteristics according to its particular thickness. By varying the touch, it is possible to 
obtain strong or weak, brief or long, soft or violent sounds.”

--- Dionisio Aguado, Method for Guitar 1843. Chapter II, Nature of the guitar
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Let us now take a look at the writings of two other significant figures of the 
century; Francesco Molino and Ferdinando Carulli –
“The right hand does not have a fixed position, because of the extent that you want to sweeten the sounds to imitate 
the harp and to do so you have to bring it closer to the soundhole. When you want to play loud you have to bring the 
hand closer to the bridge.”

--- Ferdinando Carulli, Complete Method For Guitar, Milan, 1811?, Page 4 (Trans. Nistico)

“The right hand exerts no other way of playing with expression, than first to pluck the string with clearness, creating a 
soft and agreeable sound, imitating as much as possible that of the best Harpsichord, and then to characterize with 
soul and energy all the ideas and sentiments which must be expressed by means of well-graduated Pianos and 
Fortes, which ought to be noticeable, and which produce such a great effect.”

--- François (Francesco) Molino, Nouvelle Méthode pour la Guitare, Paris, 1814, page 14 (trans. Nistico)

Now for some quotes from more obscure, though no less significant authors -
“This charming and graceful instrument is capable of much execution, intense pathos and a variety of effects 
peculiarly its own, and is also admirably adapted as an accompaniment to the voice. An eminent composer in eulogysing 
the merits of the Guitar, says with much truth “that although it has not the power of some large instruments, it has a 
revenge in its delicate sweetness and sympathetic tones.”

--- Sidney Pratten, Guitar School, London, 1859(?), Page 1

“As the charm of the Guitar consists in bringing out a round full tone, and varying the quality according to the style 
of music, or phrasing, either with energy or brilliancy, or pathos and expression, (not merely making sounds which only 
touch the ear, but producing such tones that shall touch the feelings) ...

To strike the strings of the guitar in a matter-of-fact way is anything but pleasing, and indeed has given many a 
dislike to the instrument; but to admirers of guitar even a few notes or chords well produced, or played, have an 
indescribable charm.

The secret of good guitar playing is to prevent jarring and twanging.

Jarring is avoided by placing the fingers of the left hand near the frets and pressing them tightly.

Twanging is caused by striking the string too violently and in the wrong direction, and also by the fingers or back of the 
nails coming into contact with the strings whilst in vibration. It is also necessary that the nails should not be too long as 
only the fleshy part of the finger should strike the string.”

--- Ibid, Page 45
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“It (the guitar) does not possess the capacity of sustaining notes like the Violin, nor can it, in point of power and 
fullness, compete with the Harp; but it combines qualities of both which, together with its extreme delicacy of 
tone, makes it a highly efficient instrument in the hands of a skillful performer.”

--- Otto Feder, Complete Method for the Guitar, 1858. Part First, Introduction

“To produce a mellow and sustained sound, the strings should be touched in the middle between the bridge and sound 
hole, and for a firm loud tone, touch stronger near the bridge, and for piano, touch lightly nearest the sound hole.”

--- Joseph Kirkman, Improved Method for the Guitar 1842, Page 29

Conclusions/Summary

1. Vary the tone colour frequently, in accordance to the mood and character of the music

2. When not varying the tone aim for a sweet, clear, charming, and mellow tone

3. When playing loud, play close to the bridge. When playing soft, play close to the soundhole

4. Imitate the harp (sweet) and imitate the harpsichord (clear). More imitations will be explored in 
'orchestral imitations'
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Plucking Regions

Five vs. Three Plucking Regions
Most of the quotes from the previous section suggest that 19th century guitarists frequently changed colour and were 
moving their right hand from the bridge to the fretboard and everywhere in-between whenever the musical context 
demanded it.

Guitarists of the 21st century tend to think of there being three main plucking regions; ponticello, normal and tasto.

When playing 19th century music, it’s often a trend for 21st century guitarists to be conservative with varying 
colours, perhaps due to a mistaken belief that that was how guitarists of the era played.  However, a diagram found in 
Sidney Pratten’s Guitar School sheds new light on this idea.

Sidney Pratten's diagram suggests that 19th century guitarists thought of five distinct plucking 
regions (Examples A - E).
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What’s more is that Pratten also describes the effect of each Example:

Applying the plucking regions to music
Pratten also shows how the Examples can be applied to a passage of music. She chose to use Sor’s Minuet no. 05 from 
Op.11, measures 35-40. Within these six measures, Pratten indicates changing hand position five times. The 
implications of this are enormous, as it suggests that 19th century guitarists were changing colours with great contrasts 
and frequency.1 Contrasts of this nature result in large physical movements of the right arm, not unlike the arm 
movements seen in Julian Bream’s playing. A typical 21st century guitarist’s approach to 19th century music is to avoid 
using such vivid and frequent contrasts of colour, and instead to opt for much subtler shadings where the hand barely 
moves position.

Can you think of passages in any 19th century pieces you’re working on where you could apply colour with such 
contrast and frequency? Below Pratten's example I've given one of my own.

Pratten's example for applying the plucking regions
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My own examples for applying the plucking regions (in Sor's Grand Solo)

Conclusions/Summary

1. There are five plucking regions when playing 19th century guitar music (Examples A - E)

2. You can change plucking regions measure by measure

3. Plucking regions and dynamics go hand in hand
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Dynamics

While there are many subtle topics that can be explored in the realm of dynamics, this section will only focus on three 
main principles.

1. Crescendo and Diminuendo
2. Repeating Passages
3. Short Passages of Quick runs

Crescendo and Diminuendo
The general rule for applying crescendo and decrescendo was outlined very nicely by none other than Aguado:

“It is necessary to bear in mind the sense of the notes in each melody of the phrase; while they rise, 
the sound gradually is intensified, and tends to decrease when they fall.”

Czerny tells us that “this rule must be observed, even where the composer has not indicated the style of playing. 
Where the composer wishes for the opposite mode of expression, it must always be expressly indicated."
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Repeating Passages
The general rule for playing repeated passages was outlined very nicely by Czerny:

“In general, every repeated passage should be played the second time, with a different style of 
expression from that which was given to it the first time... It is of course understood, that the player 
himself must introduce this expression, even when the composer has not indicated any.”

Short Passages of Quick Runs
The general rule for playing short passages of quick runs was outlined very nicely by Czerny:

“Short passages, consisting of quick runs and intended to be played forte, are generally executed 
crescendo both in ascending and in descending, so that the last note may receive the emphasis”
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Conclusions/Summary

1. Unless marked otherwise by the composer, when a melody rises that means crescendo and when 
a melody falls that means decrescendo.

2. Repeated passages should be played differently the second time.

3. A crescendo should be used for short quick passages, no matter what the direction of the notes 
(rising or falling).

Orchestral Imitations

Introduction
The imitation of orchestral instruments is a lost art in guitar playing of the 21st century. Although a large amount of this 
information is widely accessible, it is generally not heard in performances of 19th century pieces by 21st century 
guitarists. I would like this section to act as a kind of arsenal, which will equip you with tools (sounds and techniques) 
for creating the effects of various orchestral instruments.

In order to begin getting acquainted with the process of imitating orchestral instruments, Sor writes that the passage 
itself must be arranged in a way that suggests the instrument being imitated. This means that there are certain 
conventions in the musical arrangement that can help us to determine both when and which instruments are being 
imitated.

“The imitation of other instruments is never the exclusive effect of the quality of the sound. It is necessary that the 
passage should be arranged as it would be in a score for the instruments to be imitated.” --- Fernando Sor, Method for 
the Guitar, page 5

We will see from the following musical examples that through their arrangement (i.e. construction) and figuration 
(which would be natural and apt for the instrument being imitated), composers can imply the instrument being imitated. 
I have accompanied each instrument with a description from Berlioz’s famous instrumentation treatise, first published in 
1843.
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Oboe
“The hautboy (oboe) is especially a melodial instrument; it has a pastoral character, full of tenderness - nay, I 
would even say, of timidity ... A certain degree of agitation is also within its powers of expression; but care should 
be taken not to urge it into utterances of passion - the rash outburst of anger, threat, or heroism; for then its small 
acid-sweet  voice becomes ineffectual, and absolutely grotesque. Some great masters - Mozart among other - have 
not escaped this error. In their scores passages are to be found, the impassioned meaning and martial accent of 
which, contrast strangely with the sound of the hautboy that executes them...” --- Hector Berlioz, A Modern 
Treatise Upon Instrumentation, Page 81

“In imitating a singing passage for the Oboe, it is only possible to venture on short passages in thirds, intermixing 
slurred and staccato notes ... as the Oboe has quite a nasal sound, not only touch the strings as near as possible to 
the bridge, but curve the fingers and use the little nail to set them in vibration.” --- Fernando Sor, Method for 
Guitar, page 5
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One suggestion of an Oboe imitation, based on the above information, can be found in Sor’s Divertissements 1 from 
6 Divertissements, op. 13, mm. 11 - 14.
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Flute
“The sound of this instrument is sweet in the medium, rather piercing in the high notes, and very characteristic in the low ones ... They (the 
flutes) may be employed in melodies, or accents of varied character but without equalling either the artless gaiety of the hautboy (oboe), or 
the noble tenderness of the clarinet ... (T)he flute is an instrument well-nigh devoid of expression, which may be introduced anywhere and 
everywhere, on account of its facility in executing groups of rapid notes, and in sustaining high sounds useful in the orchestra for adding 
fullness to the upper harmonies ... (O)n studying the instrument carefully, there may be discovered an expression peculiar to it, and an 
aptitude for rendering certain sentiments, in which no other instrument can compete with it.” --- Hector Berlioz, A Treatise Upon Modern 
Instrumentation, Page 117

“As to harmonic sounds, they cannot always imitate the flute, as the flute is unable to produce sounds so low in pitch 
as the guitar; and to imitate an instrument, it is requisite for the imitating instrument to be at the same pitch. It is 
necessary to attend to the notes to which the harmonies correspond, for the imitation of the flute would be attained by 
producing the passage as it appears (below). 

but by producing it at the height of (the example below)” --- Fernando Sor

Although Sor gives information on how a passage can be constructed to imitate a flute, there is some information 
missing as to how one actually executes the imitation. 

Something to observe that can help us formulate a method for executing this effect is the correlation between 
Berlioz’s description of the flute and Sor’s musical example - and that is to play rapid passages with great facility. 
This can be done, as suggested by Sor’s example, by the use of slurs. 

Four examples that suggest the imitation of a flute in can be found in the introduction to Sor’s Fantasy on the theme 
of Nel cor piu non mi sento, Op.16. Notice that two of these passages, which are circled in the example, are marked 
dolce. This might suggest that imitating a flute requires plucking closer to the fretboard, perhaps with a more fleshy 
sound that evokes the breathy sound of the flute. 

I have edited and labelled the example in an attempt to bring out all of the orchestrating details discussed so far.
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Trumpet
“The quality and tone of the trumpet is noble and brilliant; it suits with warlike ideas, with cries of fury and 
vengeance, as with songs of triumph; it lends itself to the expression of all energetic, lofty, and grand sentiments, 
and to the majority of tragic accents. It may even figure in a jocund piece; provided the joy assume a character of 
impulse or of pomp and grandeur.”
--- Hector Berlioz, A Treatise Upon Modern Instrumentation, page 146

Both Aguado and Sor left detailed instructions on how to imitate a trumpet. Both author’s technique for imitating a 
trumpet involves using the left hand fingers to create a buzzing sound. Unfortunately Aguado doesn’t provide a 
musical example, though the technique and effect are clearly explained -

“If instead of pressing the string on the right part of the fret… the finger presses it in the middle of the fret, before 
the right hand plucks the string, the vibrations start on this side of the fret-bar and the string sizzles. If the finger of 
the left hand moves towards the left part of the fret, the string sizzles more, thus producing a sound similar to that of 
the trumpet.”
--- Aguado

However, Sor does provide a brief musical example for imitating a trumpet, as well as further details on how to 
produce the imitation on the guitar -

“The trumpet has passages which are seldom given to any other instrument. These passages are commonly all in the 
intonations shewn (below) ...

... so that in playing little phrases in the style of (the example below left), touch the string with force, near the 
bridge, to produce a tone rather nasal, and by placing the finger of the left hand, a jarring note would ensue of very 
short duration, sufficiently imitating the rough sound of that instrument. To obtain it press the string well against the 
finger-board for every note played; but, as soon as it is done, lessen the pressure a little, that the fret B, Fig. 10, 
(below right) ... may allow a greater length of string to enter into vibration; then the string C, jarring against the fret 
B ... will yield a harsh sound at the commencement but that harshness ceases when the intonation or pitch is fixed 
(as happens with the trumpet) ... ” --- Fernando Sor
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The B section of Pratten’s March Funebre is probably suggesting the imitation of trumpets
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Horn
“The horn is a noble and melancholy instrument; the expression of its quality of tone, and of its sonorousness, are, nevertheless, not those 
which unfit it for figuring in and kid of piece. It blends easily with the general harmony ... No master, in my opinion, has ever known how to 
avail himself of its powers more originally, more poetically, and at the same time more completely, than Weber ...” Hector Berlioz, A 
Treatise Upon Modern Instrumentation, 140

Sor and Pratten left detailed instructions for creating a horn effect.

“The horns might very well perform (the example below)... 

... but that melody not being natural for the second horn-player, who 
would be obliged to employ his right hand to produce B, it is written as 
(the example below) ...

(note Sor’s knowledge and understanding of the horn!)

This phrase being already in the style, and, as it were, in the dialect of the instruments imitated, 
which to accomplish, take no note with the left hand on the string to which it first belongs, but on 
the string contiguous to it, so as not to play an open string. In the passage (below), do not employ 
the first string; play E with the second, C with the third, &c., and touch them a little farther from the 
bridge than the sixth part of the whole length of the string.” 
--- Fernando Sor,
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Pratten shows three different effects for imitating a horn  - 

“Corni - an effect produced by the points of the nails of the right hand close to the Bridge imitating the sound of 
Horns or Bugles. It is also obtained by striking with great force, using the thumb and first finger without the nails, 
also close to the bridge. 
Example with the nails of the first and second fingers (imitating Horns at a distance)

Example with the thumb and first finger without the nails, which will be found to produce a different quality of tone - 

Another amusing effect can be obtained in imitation of a single horn ,by playing a succession of notes upon one of the 
silver (bass) strings with the first finger nail.” 
---Pratten

These different effects might correspond with the open and closed methods of producing tone that are peculiar to the 
horn, as mentioned by Berlioz - 

" “They have two kinds of sounds of very different character; open sounds, which are almost all the natural resonance of the 
harmonic divisions of the instrument’s tube, and come out without other assistance than that of the lips and breath of the player - and closed 
sounds, which are obtained by closing more or less the bell (the lower orifice of the horn) with the hand.” --- Hector Berlioz
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Giuliani provides a description of imitating a corni in his ‘Eight Variations’ Op. 6, Variation 4. He writes “With the 
right hand near the rosette for the imitation of the sound of corni”.

A similar texture can be found in variation 4 of Giuliani’s Variations on a Theme by Handel Op. 107:
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Harp
“Nothing can be more in keeping with ideas of poetic festivities, or religious rites, than the sound of a large body of harps ingeniously 
introduced. Alone, or in groups of two, three, or four, they have also a most happy effect, either uniting with the orchestra, or serving to 
accompany voices and solo instruments. Of all known qualities of tone, it is singular that the quality of horns, of trombones, and generally of 
brass instruments, mingles best with theirs ... The strings of the last upper octave have a delicate crystalline sound, of voluptuous freshness, 
which renders them fir for the expression of graceful fairy-like ideas, and for giving murmuring utterance to the sweetest secrets of smiling 
melodies...”
---Hector Berlioz, A Treatise Upon Modern Instrumentation, Page 65

Aguado and Sor both describe ways to imitate the harp and both give lengthy musical examples.

“It is possible to imitate the harp by plucking the strings on the last frets of the neck with the right hand with an 
adequate position of the wrist; this sound will be all the more effective as the left hand presses the strings on top of 
the neck” 
--- Aguado
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“ To imitate the harp (an instrument of similar tone), construct the chord so as to comprise a great distance, or 
interval, as in (the example below) ... 

... and touch the strings at one-half the distance from the twelfth fret to the bridge, taking care to have the 
fingers play them depressed a little between the strings in order that the friction ... may be more rapid, and produce 
more sound, it being understood that the passage is in the style of harp-music, (see example below). --- Fernando 
Sor
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Drum
“Drum is an effect peculiar to the Guitar (as an imitation) and is produced by raising the right hand six or eight inches 
from the sounding board and allowing the side of the thumb to fall across the strings near the bridge, with a decided 
spring and free action of the wrist and not from the elbow, the latter being awkward and ungraceful.” --- Pratten, 
Guitar School, page 4
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“It is produced by striking the strings near the bridge with the middle finger (or better with the thumb) so as to obtain 
a series of chords.” --- Aguado, Guitar Method

Conclusions/Summary

1. 19th century guitarists were imitating orchestral instruments in a vivid and specific way

2. To imitate the Oboe: play close to the bridge with the nails to obtain a nasal tone. Best applied to 
passages intermixed in thirds.

3. To imitate the Flute: play tasto, using some flesh to produce a breathy tone. Best applied to very 
rapid passages in a high register.

4. To imitate the Trumpet: place your left hand finger halfway between the frets so as to produce a 
buzzing sound. Best applied to single line melodies with a powerful rhythm.

5. To imitate the Horn: There are multiple options for this. You can either play with i and m close to 
the bridge (with nails), or with p and i (without nails), or with i on the bass strings (best for a single 
line melody).

6. To imitate the Harp: play close to or at the fretboard. Best applied to a melodic line combined 
with flourishing arpeggios.

7. To imitate the drum: use either your thumb or index finger to fall onto the strings close to the 
bridge (often called "tambura"). Best applied to repeating chords. 


